DAVINCI MIQRO
PURE INNOVATION
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY!

Enlightenment is important to us at DaVinci. The flower represents evolution and we thrive on surfing the emerging edge. The wave of generosity it brings in people sends enlightenment and we are honored to be sharing that consciousness.
OVERVIEW

- Top Lid
- Mouthpiece
- Removable Vapor Path
- Removable Battery
- Control Button
- Up and Down Buttons
- LED Display
- Oven
- Bottom Lid with Adjustable Pearl
WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1x Davinci Miqro
1x 18350 900 mAh Battery
1x 10mm Water Tool Adapter / Extended Mouthpiece
1x USB Cable
1x Tool
3x Cleaning Swabs
1x Pearl Posts
1x Pearl Gaskets
1x Mouthpiece Gasket
1x Owners Manual
1. GETTING STARTED
Open bottom lid & fully load ground material, packing tightly before closing.
Click Control Button 5x & the MIQRO will power up in Smart Path Mode. Click once to switch heating modes or 5x to power off.

Use up/down buttons to change Smart Paths or temperature, depending on mode.
SMART PATH 1
Start temp 350°F
End temp 370°F

SMART PATH 2
Start temp 370°F
End temp 390°F

SMART PATH 3
Start temp 390°F
End temp 410°F

SMART PATH 4
Start temp 410°F
End temp 430°F
SMART PATH MODE™

The MIQRO features 4 Smart Heating Paths that offer a range of unique vaporizer experiences. Switch between Smart Paths by pressing up down buttons while in Smart Path Mode.
PRECISION MODE™

Precision mode heats your material to a specific temperature. Click the control button to switch modes.

Increase temperature by pressing the top button or decrease temperature by pressing the bottom button. The MIQRO will quickly flash temperature and vibrate when set temperature is reached.
**BOOST**
Press and hold control button to activate Boost mode, holding to stay at max temp.

**STANDBY**
Release to engage Standby mode which cools down the vaporizer to conserve material and battery life. Press any button on MIQRO to resume your previous temperature and mode. After 2 minutes in Standby the device will turn off.
STEALTH MODE

To dim, click Control and Down buttons together once.

To adjust back to full brightness, click Control and Up buttons together once.
TEMPERATURE DISPLAY

Toggle between Fahrenheit and Celsius by clicking all 3 buttons at once. MIQRO will remember which selection is chosen.
BATTERY LIFE

Press the Up and Down button together to check the battery life.
MIQRO will vibrate when 10% remains.
TEMP CHECK
Temp Check in Smart Path Mode:
Press Control Button once.

FACTORY RESET
While device is turned off, press all 3 buttons and hold for 10 seconds.
CHARGING / REMOVING THE BATTERY

When battery is still in unit, use provided USB cable to charge. The MIQRO is equipped with pass through charging, so you can use it while charging. Charge Time: 90min.

Removable 18350 may also be charged with an external charger when removed from the unit. Charge Time: 60-120 mins
PEARL

Zirconium Insulative Spacer - Tamper - Increases vapor density.

Allows chamber volume to be decreased by up to 40% by turning pearl counter clockwise to desired height.
REMOVABLE VAPOR PATH
Zirconium Vapor Path easily removable for cleaning or replacing.
INTERCHANGEABLE MOUTHPIECES

Flat Mouthpiece for discreet, hygienic use.
Extended Mouthpiece option for using as a 10mm water tool adapter or cooler vapor.
CLEANING

To keep the MIQRO working optimally and maintaining the purest taste, we recommend that all parts which come in contact with material or vapor are cleaned regularly.

Removable Parts: All removable parts can be disassembled for optimal cleaning. Immerse pieces in isopropyl
To keep the MIQRO working optimally and maintaining the purest taste, we recommend that all parts which come in contact with material or vapor are cleaned regularly.

Removable Parts: All removable parts can be disassembled for optimal cleaning. Immerse pieces in isopropyl alcohol overnight, rinse thoroughly with clean water and dry before assembling. Includes: Mouthpiece and gasket, VaporPath, Pearl.

Non Removable Parts: Do not submerge non-removable parts or unit in liquid. Use a damp cloth or q-tip to clean hard to reach areas.
WARNINGS

HOT COMPONENTS ⚠

Do not use the MIQRO if it appears to be damaged, broken or is operating in an unusual manner. This unit contains hot componentry, use extreme caution to avoid burns. Keep your MIQRO out of reach of children and pets.

This product contains lithium ion batteries. Mishandling these batteries could result in explosion, fire and serious injury. Only use DAVINCI approved batteries in the MIQRO.
WARNINGS

• Do not use any battery if there are signs of corrosion.

• Do not store your MIQRO or componentry near heat sources.

• Do not use your MIQRO if it is unusually hot to the touch.

• Charge your MIQRO using a certified power source to avoid potential battery malfunction, explosion or fire.

• Do not dispose of battery or componentry in a fire, as could result in explosion and serious injury.

• Always dispose of lithium ion batteries in accordance with local requirements to avoid potential injury or environmental harm.
INTERNATIONAL MANUALS

At DAVINCI we recognize we have an international audience. Please visit our website for additional manuals. www.davincivaporizer.com/support
THANK YOU

for being part of the DAVINCI Family

To learn about and claim your 5 year warranty, register your device at www.davincivaporizer.com/support